Values: The Building Blocks 0f Leaders
They are not all born; they are also made. In my generali,sed depict'ion
of leadership - one th'ing is critical and it stands alone-the possession,
promotion and protection 0f aalues. Tom Frame
PREAMBLE
Let me introduce my subject with a little autobiography. I joined the Navy as
junior entry cadet-midshipman just after my sixteenrh birthday, nearly thirty
years ago. The government abolished our form of entry the following year - not
because of us I hasten to add. 'Boy entry' into the Navy (which never happened
within the Army or Air Force) was deemed an anachronism. Those who joined
the Navy with me in 1979 descended on rhe Royal Edward Victualling Yard in
Sydney from all parts of the country where we were assembled as a group and
were issued with ill-fitting, unfashionable uniforms before havinq most of our
hair removed.
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We were then taken by bus to the Royal Australian Naval College atJervis Bay
and told that the Navy's precious values and traditions were being handed to ui
-a new generation of leaders-to honour and uphold. Twenty-five years after
I joined the Navy, a series of billboards were erected adjacent to the main road
between the front entrance and the college buildings. They depicted a number
of sailors engaged in nautical activities emblazoned with a single word: integrity,
courage, honesty, and so on. These were the Navy's values. Why tell you this?
To highlight the fact that in the late 1970s the Navy's values were widely known
and readily presumed. Two decades later the Navy's values had to be clearly
identified and vigorously promoted. Let me come back to a little later what we
might make of this development.

In my address I will begin by saying something about leadership and the
continuing community debate about values; I will then explain what I believe
values are and why they ought to be kept distinct from, and not confused with,
the contents and concerns of legality and morality; and, finally, I will suggest
some ways in which you might approach values as a leader. Why? Because
values are the bedrock of sound leadership and the essence of a healthy
organisation.

INTR(lDUCTIt}N
First, what actuaily is leadership? This question has occupied human minds
for centuries. The answers have varied, as you might expect, according to the
situations or circumstances in which leadership is expected and exercised. For
instance, leadership within a primary school setting differs from leadership
on the hockey field. The exercise of leadership is affected by the number of
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people led and the objectives being pursued. But can I suggest that leadership
has three critical elements that seem to be common to all situations and every
circumstance.

l.

Leaders enable a group of people to go together where the group's
members want to qo individually
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2. Leaders motivate a group of people to go where
they would not go alone or unaided
3. Leaders inspire a group of people to want to go to
places they didn't even know existed.

In the first, the group goes where it wants-but its
members need leadership to go together; in the second,

the group goes where the leader wants-and needs
leadership to get rhere efficienrly; the group discovers
new and attractive destinations where everyone willingly
wants to go.

Two decades later the Nauy's aalues
had to be clearly i,denti,fied and
a'igorously promoted.
Leadership requires certain in-built character traits and
specific personality types but, in my view, it is possible
to train, nurture and equip leaders. They are not all
born; they are also made. In my generalised depiction
of leadership-one thing is critical and it stands alone

-the possession, promotion and protection of values.
In the exercise of leadership, we need to pay attention
to the values of the individuals comprising the group,
the shared values of the group, the values apparent
in the group's acrivities, and the values implicit in the
things for which the group strives. Ler me say this again
but slightly differently. In being led, value judgemenrs
are being exercised by group members individually
and collectively; and among those who lead, values are
explicit in how the group is permitted to conduct irself
while a number of values are implicit in the objectives
for which the group strives.

We see values being expressed within all facets of life
among all types of groups. people within the media
have particular values and value particular things. The
same is true for lawyers and accountants, plumbers and
meat workers. In different ways, these people and their
employment groups are maintained by values-spoken
and assunled. We find certain values being promoted
by families and within neighbourhoods. We observe
very different values at work in riots and in criminal
conspiracies. But what kinds of values ought to be
present in the general community and promoted by
public organisations? This brings me ro whar has been
described as the'values debate'.

THE VALUES DEBATE
There is a discussion underway around the country
at the moment about values. In some contexts it is
really a debate. Take the recent Indian cricket tour.
Commentators argued that the Australian team placed
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too high a value on winning and this detracted from
the exercise of another important value, that of good
sportsmanship. The problem we now face is not difficult
to identify: there is not a clear consensus, despite what
populist politicians might say or imply, about what
constitutes 'Australian values'-if, indeed, we can speak
of such a thing at all. With a broad sweep of the hind,
in descriptions of these 'Australian values, we usually
hear of mateship, the fair-go and tolerance as though
they are:

i)
ii)
iii)

self-evident; and
self-explanatory; and
that they are universally recognised and
widely practised.

I am not so sure that this cluster of

ideas is an
of the Australian people and the
contemporary mood. It is not that these values are. as
accurate depiction

some allege, loaded with ideology or that self_servins
agendas are lurking in the background under the
guise of an allegedly shared value. But I do fear that
we are not conscious of many of our values (some with
meaning that might be unclear) while we operare on a
range of unacknowledged values (some of which are not
so laudable).

Let me explain some of my anxieties about the values
I suggest to you a way of approaching the
identification and articulation of values in the hooe that
you can at least promote a few of them with .o.rfid..r."
in your organisation.
debate before

Until relatively recently (perhaps the 1g70s) the churches

provided the meta-narrative-an all encompassing
story about our existence-from which many values
could be, and frequently were, discerned by the entire
community. At the time of Federation, 96 per cent of
the population indicated membership or affiliation with
one of the major Christian denominations in Australia.

According to the 2006 census (they are held every
five years), 63.9 per cent of the Australian population
declared that Christianiry is their religion although the
majority do little about that profession on a regular
basis. Non-Christian religions make up another 5 per
cent of the population with 18 per cent sraung no
religion and a further I I per cent declining to answer
the question (which has always been optional). Without
religion providing a unifying story and producing
some shared values (notwithstandine debates between
churches about doctrine), it has been difficult to achieve
consensus in the values debate in recent times. After all,
what privileges one set of values over another?

In its broadest conception, the values debate concerns
the origins and destiny of human beings, the point and

purpose of human life, what we believe is crucial to
human living and what we think is merely preferable.
If we claim a specific authority as the source of our
values that others dispute (such as the Bible, the Torah,

the Qu'ran or nature), what happens when those who
do not acknowledge these sources of authority or who
refuse to even recognise them as valid reject the very
basis upon which we might want to ground our values?
The question is this: how do we articulate a set of values
in a multi-cultural and religiously pluriform society
which tends to reject all meta-narratives and which
seems to prefer personal constructions of meaning and
attributions of value? Let me go a little further and ask
you whether values are principally about what is good
(i.e., desirable) or just about what is right (i.e., moral)?
Are there some values applicable only to individuals
or can they be embraced and expressed by a whole
community? For example, can a community be honest
or just individuals within it? And if values are based on
judgements of either good or bad, right and wrong, is
it possible for an organisation concerned with clearly
articulated values not to appear judgemental?
We can't hope to deal with these obviously complex and
potentially controversial questions in a satisfactory way

in the time available to us this morning but I do want
to flag the importance of considering 'the big picture'
in which the drama of all our lives is played out. Let
me simply say, then, that values are important and
that their origins and foundations are worth debating
without despair because I do believe it is possible for
people from diverse backgrounds in a religious piural,
politically liberal society such as ours, to generate a
consensus on shared values. We sometimes exaggerate
the extent to which we are different while overlooking
the fact that we inhabit the same public spaces. For
instance, we all deplore torture and theft, we denounce
abuse of children and cruelty to animals. There is
an almost universally held view that corruption and
intimidation are despicable and we are, at least publicly,
determined to resist cronyism and nepotism. These
things offend against what we value and what we
promote as being valuable in common life. So, we are
off to some sort of start.

Armed with a suite of positive values, such as honesty
and integrity, charity and compassion, tolerance and
transparency, as individuals and as groups we can work
against poor performance in the workplace, disruptive
behaviour in the community and, in the organisations
we lead, the prevalence of conflicts of interest, incidents
of misconduct and occasions of illegality. If we were to
spend a few minutes during question time thinking and
talking together about what we share, I believe we could
quickly and painlessly produce a set of values that would
regulate the conduct of a conference such as this. But
in the same way that values do not exist in a vacuum,
neither do they exist to be adorned at a distance.

PUTTIN-G VALUES

T(l WtlRK?

Values need to be stated. Sometimes a single word will
suffice. We might say: this community values loyaity, that
organisation values truthfulness. Values should be listed

and never be ranked or prioritised. Why? Because values
cannot be sacrificed or compromised. For instance, you

and your organisation have a commitment to loyaity
and to truthfulness. An employee or associate in the
organisation is in financial difficulty and asks you to
make a false declaration to the tax office. In effect, they
want you to demonstrate your loyalty to them by being
untruthful. The friend in financial difficulty wants to
make loyalty an absolute by negating the importance
of truthfulness as a defining value. Your answer: 'I will
show you my loyalty but I cannot be untruthful.'

Values need to be stated.
If

you lead, you must be quite clear about your own
personal values and be determined to live by them in
addition to upholding the values of the organisation you
have agreed to lead. These values should never be in
conflict. If you don't declare and uphold personal and
organisational values; don't be surprised when those
who are led act poorly. Some years ago the Queensland
Police Commissioner Sir Terrence Lewis was sent to gaol
for taking bribes; no-one was therefore surprised that
corruption was endemic in the Queensland police force.

Values should be li,sted and neaer
ranhed or pri,ori,ti,s ed.

be

If

you are prepared to lie and cheat, to be selfish and
self-interested, to show no regard for others, to adhere
to double-standards, you should fully expect:

i)
ii)

members or employees to do the same, and

progress and productivity to be reduced as the
individual becomes more important and has priority
over the organisation.

There is no sense of the common good and no
appreciation of the public interest. The oniy operative
vaiue is the unrestrained and unmitigated pursuit of
individual desire and personal satisfaction.

I

am arguing, as you will have noticed, that the most
powerful form of leadership is exemplary leadership.
People who have no sense of what the organisation is
about or little idea of how its members or employees
should act ... can, in my view, be influenced, persuaded
and shaped to accept and imbibe the values of the
organisation by the exemplary leader. This happened to
me when I joined the Navy. By learning certain actions,
I developed specific attitudes. It didn't take long to
learn respect for the sea and regard for one's shipmates,
and to believe the Navy was vital to the defence of this
nation, its people and their property.

Many organisations gain their ethos and corporale
culture from the leader and the senior leadership group.
Such leaders are not domineering personalities. Rather,
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they are decisive people committed to definite values.
They are people bound to strengthen an organisation
and to make it attractive because they are determined
in their promotion of the organisation's values. But
as an organisation grows as a result of this kind of
personal leadership, the influence of the leader is
often dissipated and the organisation's commitment
to values can be depleted. The organisation must then
seek institutional means of stating and securing the
observance of its valucs.

One growing organisation of which I am familiar
for being. It used a
statement of its identity to discern its vision, values
and priorities. The vision and priorities were relatively
straightforward. In effect, the organisation knew why
it existed and the kinds of acriviries it needed to
undertake, the goals it needed to pursue and the order
in which these activities and goals were to undertaken
and pursued. The identification and articulation of
values required time and energy over an extended
period. But it was a worthwhile exercise because a clear
statement of values brought clarity to the organisarion
and provided the basis of a code of conduct which was
was quite clear about its reason

a way of effectively articulating the values against which
the organisation wanted to be held publicly accountable.

The members of the organisation were often heard to
say: if this is who we are, these are the values we need to
uphold in whatever we do.

VAtUES, LEGATITY AND M(}RALITY
Of course, identifying and observing values is about
more than iegality and morality. Law should never be a
guide to morality. Why? Two reasons: first, some things
might be moral but illegal; some things might be legal
but immoral. Morality concerns an individual's conduct:
that they will embrace virtue and avoid vice. Values are
bigger. They provide not only principles that guide an
individual's behaviour but enunciate the soals for which
they will strive. The more exaited values can reflect a
person's atpirations and embody human excellence.
As I suggested earlier, there will be collisions between
divergent world views over values. This is inevitable
when two groups, such as a law enforcement agency and
a civil liberties council, come into close proximity. What
they value, and the extent of its valuation, will lead to
disagreement about what should or should not be done.
But let me suggest that there is no fundamental debate
between agriculturalists and environmentalists (and

I not presuming they are mutually exclusive groups)
on several shared values. There are, of course, always
going to be renegades and extremists who depart
from the consensus view. Only a very small handful of
farmers will care so little for their land that thev are
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guided by the principie 'as long as it sees me out,. Only
handful of environmentaiists refuse to recognise

a small

the importance of farming to the nation's life. But a
farmer with a commitment to a well thought out set
of values won't imperil the environment in the pursuit
of profit because, from a simple practical perspecdve,
destroying the environment diminishes its productivity.
Most farmers that I know have a genuine respect for
the land and act responsibility when it comes to its use.
It is, then, the handling of values, and the conduct of
conversation when they seem to be in conflict that is the
most acute challenge to which leaders must rise.

CTtlSING REMARKS
The English playwright Oscar Wilde once lamenred
the creeping influence of those who knew the price of
everything but the value of nothing. One of the features
of contemporary life is to view people and life as resources
and opportunities, rather than things of intrinsic worth
and lasting value. But there are organisations and even
businesses that have taken a different approach to their
operations and have made values a defining element in
their corporate charter. A good example of a clear and
positive statemenr is 'The Body Shop Code of pracrice,.

I

make no judgement on the actual conduct

of

the

company. Let me read it to you:

l.

The Body Shops'goals and values are as imporrant
as our products and our profits.
2. Our policies and our products are geared to meet
the needs of real people both inside and outside the
company.

3. Honesty, integrity and caring form the foundations
of the company and should flow through everything
we do.

4. We care about each other as individuals: we u,ill
continue to endeavour to bring meaning and
pleasure to the workplace.
5. We care about our customers, and will continue to
bring humanity into the market place.
6. We care about humanising the business community:
we will continue to show that success and profits can
go hand-in-hand with ideals and values.

It is one thing, of course, to have a fine document and
another to see it animate an organisation. But here we
come back to the Royal Australian Naval College and
those billboards featuring the Navy's values. Whether or
not I really did understand the traditions that contained
and conveyed the Navy's values, those values were
made real in the conduct of those to whom I looked
for leadership. They were people I respected and even
revered notjust because of who they were but also what
they stood for: values that were noble and ennoblinq.

